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Nitin Nohria, left, the dean of the Harvard Business School, acknowledging female professors, and even departed from
the hallowed case-study method. â€œ Are we trying to change the world students at a time, or are we .. the New York
edition with the headline: Harvard Case Study: Gender Equity.

Wright Frei said she and her team, which normally hires 20 to 25 individuals each year, noticed that,
unbeknownst to the school, the Business School had been hiring men at the assistant level at twice the rate of
women. Did Ms. The administrators installed stenographers in the classroom to guard against biased grading,
provided private coaching â€” for some, after every class â€” for untenured female professors, and even
departed from the hallowed case-study method. Looking Ahead Of all the ceremonies and receptions during
graduation week, the most venerated was the George F. Biases were also apparent in the curriculum. But they
lagged badly in class participation, a highly subjective measure that made up 50 percent of each final mark.
She was dating more than she had at school, she added with shy enthusiasm. By the end of the semester, the
teaching scores of the women had improved so much that she thought they were a mistake. Yet many Wall
Street-hardened women confided that Harvard was worse than any trading floor, with first-year students
divided into sections that took all their classes together and often developed the overheated dynamics of reality
shows. The discrepancy has been largely attributed to the fact that many of the cases deal with the highest
levels of management, and thus draw from a field that is notoriously dominated by men. He had last been seen
so inebriated that a bartender had asked him to leave a pub. Levine and worked to cancel his academic
probation, he said later, but students called her a hypocrite, a leadership expert who led badly. The Business
School is the leader in case study production globally, producing more than 80 percent of the cases sold to
business schools around the world. At most of the others, the men contributed little. The cruel classroom
jokes, along with other forms of intimidation, were far rarer. One member of the class had played professional
football; others had served in Afghanistan or had last names like Blankfein Alexander , son of Lloyd, chief
executive of Goldman Sachs. The deans had not focused on career choice, earning power or staying in the
work force; they felt they first needed to address campus issues. Brent McDonald and Hannah Fairfield
contributed reporting. After years of observation, administrators and professors agreed that one particular
factor was torpedoing female class participation grades: women, especially single women, often felt they had
to choose between academic and social success. One of the Baker scholars was Ms. And they did not know
what to do about developments like female students dressing as Playboy bunnies for parties and taking up the
same sexual rating games as men. Boyarsky, the classroom truth-teller. Had the professors rid themselves of
unconscious biases? The students said they felt overwhelmed by the wealth that coursed through the school,
the way it seemed to shape every aspect of social life â€” who joined activities that cost hundreds of dollars,
who was invited to the parties hosted by the student living in a penthouse apartment at the Mandarin Oriental
hotel in Boston. As their final semester drew to a close, the students were preoccupied with the looming
question of their own employment. CreditKatherine Taylor for The New York Times A second-year student, a
former member of the military, stood in the front of the classroom issuing commands: Reach up assertively!
She barred other professors from giving them advice, lest they get confused. Faust brought in a new dean,
Nitin Nohria, who vowed to "remake gender relations at the business school" by changing "how students
spoke, studied and socialized," the article says. Or was the faculty easing up in grading women because they
knew the desired outcome? Rather, after class, once they sat down to do the grading, professors would recall
from memory how each of the students performed. Boyarsky glanced around her new job as a consultant at
McKinsey in Dallas, she often noticed that she was outnumbered by men, but she spoke up anyway. The grade
gap had vaporized so fast that no one could quite say how it had happened. In recent years, the glory of the
luncheon had been dimmed by discomfort at the low number of female honorees. Batchu said. Frei had not
made the decision about Mr. Everyone in Ms. Attracting and retaining female professors was a losing battle;
from to , a third of the female junior faculty left.


